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Releasing a headache 
 

Let’s begin with 3 deep breaths… inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth, and again 

inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth, and one last time inhale through the nose 

and exhale through the mouth 

 

KC: Even though I have this headache pain I love and accept my body  

KC: Even though I have this headache pain I forgive myself for holding all this stress in my body 

KC: Even though I have this headache pain I trust my body to heal and release whatever is causing 

this pain.  

 

 

EB This headache I am feeling 
SE I accept my body  
UE This pain in my head 
UN I love my body 
CH I forgive myself for holding this stress 
CB I accept my body 
UA I forgive myself for holding this tension 
TH I accept my body even though I have this pain 

 

 

EB This pain in my head 
SE This headache 
UE This pain in my head 
UN This headache I am feeling 
CH All this tension 
CB All this stress 
UA I accept my body 
TH I love my body 

 

 

EB I release this headache 
SE I let go of the tension in my body 
UE I let go of the stress I am holding 
UN I love my body  
CH I know my body can heal itself 
CB I let go of this headache 
UA And help my body to heal itself 
TH Let go and heal  
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EB This remaining headache 
SE Its been around too long 
UE I’m ready to let it go 
UN And let go what is causing it 
CH It has served its purpose 
CB And I can now let it go 
UA Clear my head 
TH And release this pain 

 

EB I thank my body  
SE And forgive myself 
UE I love my body 
UN And the way it gets my attention 
CH I thank my body for healing itself 
CB I appreciate my body for all that it does 
UA Letting go of this pain completely 
TH Relaxing, releasing, healing  

 

EB I allow my body 
SE To heal itself 
UE To learn new healthy ways 
UN To stay calm and relaxed 
CH To trust my body 
CB To release the cause 
UA To release tension and stress 
TH For a happier and healthier me 

 

What are the abbreviations? 

KC Karate chop 
EB Eyebrow point 
SE Side of eye 
UE Under eye 
UN Under nose 
CH Chin 
CB Collarbone 
TH Top of head 
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